Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers. Let H be a subgroup of Sm, the symmetric group on {I, _ . _, m}, and let W = fi b V be the tensor product of V with itself m times _ 1 In this note we give an orthogonal direct sum deco mposition of W in terms of the system of ine quivale nt irre du cible characters of H .
Introduction

III
Let V be an n-dimensional vector s pace over the field of complex numbers_ Let W = IZi V be I the tensor product of V with itself m times_ For (TESIll , the symmetric group on {I , _ .. , m},
define the permutation operator P(a): W~ W by P(a)vl lZi _ . _ IZi v",=vo( I ) 1Zi _ __ Q9 VO(m),
VI, • • • , VmEV, wh ere 0 = a -I -It is easy to check [1] In section 3, we discuss some of the difficulties involved in constructing a suitable basis for V~'(H). This problem has been dealt with [1] when X is linear, but little has been done otherwise.
that P (a) is lin ear and that P( a)P (T)
We attempt to show the extent to which the methods of [1] will apply when X is of higher degree.
Proof of Theorem
To establish (2) , it suffices to show that a. TXi is hermitian,
If "*,, denotes the adjointwith respect to the inner product (1) 
, then (P(IT))*=P(IT -l ). Since Xi(IT) =Xi(IT -I) , T:i=Txi• We now compute
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The orthogonality relations for characters [3, p. 16] 
now imply that
Let e be the identity in H. Then Again, the orthogonality relations imply that
=P(e) ,
the identity transformation on W. This proves (3).
We note that Weyt's decomposition of W is orthogonal with respect to the above inner product only when m = 2.
Bases for Symmetry Classes
As above, H is a subgroup of S"" X is an irreducible character on H of degree r, and Tx and In [1] , Marcus and Minc give a construction for s uch a basis when X is Un ear, i.e., r= 1. Let f"" n be the set of nlll sequences a= (ai, . . . , am), l :S; ai :S; n. We write a -{3 if a" = (a"(I ), . . . , a ,,(m»)= {3 for some (YEH. Clearly " -" is an eq uivale nce relation on fill , 1/. ' C hoose lexicographically the lowest re presentative from eac h class determined by -. [1] ). Thus in the linear case one can conveniently determine matrix re presenta· tions of certain linear transformations on V~' (H). Using these properties, Marcus, Minc and ewman (see, e.g., [1] , [2] ) have been able to prove a large class of inequalities for determinants , permane nts, and other multilinear matrix functions. Thus it would be useful to find a basis of V~'( H) when degree X > 1. The following result demonstrates some obstacles. 
Thus we are finished if we can show that for each a E .:l there is a (T E H such that v: and Va*rr are linearly independent. Suppose this were false for some a E ~. Then 
fJ.EHa a-EH
As long as the degree of X is greater than 1, the orthogonality relations imply that the right side of (12) is zero. This establishes (6) and thus Theorem 2 is proved.
